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● Dependency Parsing
● Semantic Role Labeling
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○ Probabilistic models
○ Discriminant Learning: e.g. 
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○ Recurrent Neural Network
○ Transformers
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GOALS

● Word Sense Disambiguation
● Dependency Parsing
● Semantic Role Labeling

● Traditionally:
○ Probabilistic models
○ Discriminant Learning: e.g. 

Logistic Regression
○ Transition-Based Parsing
○ Graph-Based Parsing

● Current: 
○ Recurrent Neural Network
○ Transformers

● Define common semantic tasks in NLP.

● Understand linguistic information necessary for semantic processing.

● Learn a couple approaches to semantic tasks. 

● Motivate deep learning models necessary to capture language semantics. 
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He put the port on the ship. 
He walked along the port of the steamer.

He walked along the port next to the steamer. 

port.n.1 (a place (seaport or airport) where 
people and merchandise can enter or leave a 
country)
port.n.2 port wine (sweet dark-red dessert wine 
originally from Portugal)
port.n.3, embrasure, porthole (an opening (in a 
wall or ship or armored vehicle) for firing 
through)
larboard, port.n.4 (the left side of a ship or 
aircraft to someone who is aboard and facing 
the bow or nose)
interface, port.n.5 ((computer science) 
computer circuit consisting of the hardware and 
associated circuitry that links one device with 
another (especially a computer and a hard disk 
drive or other peripherals))

As a verb…
1. port (put or turn on the left side, of a ship) "port the helm"
2. port (bring to port) "the captain ported the ship at night"
3. port (land at or reach a port) "The ship finally ported"
4. port (turn or go to the port or left side, of a ship) "The big ship was 

slowly porting"
5. port (carry, bear, convey, or bring) "The small canoe could be ported 

easily"
6. port (carry or hold with both hands diagonally across the body, 

especially of weapons) "port a rifle"
7. port (drink port) "We were porting all in the club after dinner"
8. port (modify (software) for use on a different machine or platform)
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A classification problem: 
     General Form: 

f (sent_tokens, (target_index, lemma, POS)) -> word_sense    

    Logistic Regression (or any discriminative classifier): 
P

lemma,POS
(sense = s | features)     

He walked along the port next to the steamer. 

(Jurafsky, SLP 3)
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Wittgenstein, 1945: “The meaning of a word is its use in the language”

Distributional hypothesis -- A word’s meaning is defined by all the different 
contexts it appears in (i.e. how it is “distributed” in natural language). 

Firth, 1957: “You shall know a word by the company it keeps”

The nail hit the beam behind the wall.
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Approaches to WSD 
I.e. how to operationalize the distributional hypothesis. 

1. Bag of words for context 
E.g. multi-hot for any word in a defined “context”.

2. Surrounding window with positions 
E.g. one-hot per position relative to word).

3. Lesk algorithm 
E.g. compare context to sense definitions.

4. Selectors -- other target words that appear with same context 
E.g. counts for any selector.

5. Contextual Embeddings
E.g. real valued vectors that “encode” the context (TBD). 
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E.g. real valued vectors that “encode” the context (TBD). 

1 and 2 Mirror POS Tagging:
Features to represent words in the exact context
Improvements:
● use lemmas rather than unique words (be, was, is, were => “be”)
● Use POS of surrounding words as well. 
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● bank.n.1 (sloping land (especially the slope beside a body of water)) "they pulled the 
canoe up on the bank"; "he sat on the bank of the river and watched the currents"

● bank.n.2 (a financial institution that accepts deposits and channels the money into 
lending activities) "he cashed a check at the bank"; "that bank holds the mortgage on 
my home"

● ...
● bank.n.4 (an arrangement of similar objects in a row or in tiers) "he operated a bank of 

switches"
● ...
● bank.n.8 (a building in which the business of banking transacted) "the bank is on the 

corner of Nassau and Witherspoon"
● bank.n.9 (a flight maneuver; aircraft tips laterally about its longitudinal axis (especially 

in turning)) "the plane went into a steep bank"

The bank can guarantee deposits will cover future tuition costs, ...



Lesk Algorithm for WSD
I.e. how to operationalize the distributional hypothesis. 

1. Bag of words for context 
E.g. multi-hot for any word in a defined “context”.

2. Surrounding window with positions 
E.g. one-hot per position relative to word).

3. Lesk algorithm 
E.g. compare context to sense definitions.

4. Selectors -- other target words that appear with same context 
E.g. counts for any selector.

5. Contextual Embeddings
E.g. real valued vectors that “encode” the context (TBD). 

● striker.n.1 (a forward on a soccer team)
● striker.n.2 (someone receiving intensive training for a naval technical 

rating)
● striker.n.3 (an employee on strike against an employer)
● striker.n.4 (someone who hits) "a hard hitter"; "a fine striker of the ball"; 

"blacksmiths are good hitters"
● striker.n.5 (the part of a mechanical device that strikes something)

He addressed the strikers at the rally. 
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Selectors

… a word which can take the place of another given word within the same local 
context (Lin, 1997)

Original version: Local context defined by dependency parse (Lin, 1997)

Web version: Local context defined by lexical patterns matched on the Web 
(Schwartz, 2008).

“He addressed the * at the rally.” 





Selectors

… a word which can take the place of another given word within the same local 
context (Lin, 1997)

“..., but the bill now under discussion”

…, word1, word2, bill, word3, word4, ... 0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
...



Selectors

Leverages hypernymy:
concept1 <is-a> concept2



Selectors



Why Are Selectors Effective?

Sets of selectors tend to vary extensively by word sense: 
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More Background on WSD

https://prezi.com/m86pd1zbe_fy/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy

Covers a few approaches plus more background on “lexical semantics” in general. 

https://prezi.com/m86pd1zbe_fy/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy
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Dependency Parsing

<head> <dependent>

<relationship>

dependency -- binary asymmetrical relation between tokens
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Dependency Parsing

(From SLP 3rd ed., Jurafsky and Martin 2018)

Verbal Predicate -- like a function, takes 
arguments: “United” and “the flight” in this case. 
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(From SLP 3rd ed., Jurafsky and Martin 2018)

cancel(“United”, “the morning flights to Houston”)



Dependency Parsing -- Verbal Predicates

(From SLP 3rd ed., Jurafsky and Martin 2018)

to_call_off(“United”, “the morning flights to Houston”)



Dependency Parsing -- Verbal Predicates
Semantic Roles

(From SLP 3rd ed., Jurafsky and Martin 2018)

to_call_off(agent=“United”, event=“the morning flights to Houston”)



Dependency Parsing -- How to Represent? 

(From SLP 3rd ed., Jurafsky and Martin 2018)

A Graph:  G = [(V1, A1), (V1, A2), …]      (vertices and arcs)
Restrictions: 
1) Single designated ROOT with no incoming arcs
2) Every vertex only has one head (parent, governer); i.e. only one incoming arc
3) unique path from ROOT to every vertex



Transition-based Dependency Parsing

Inspired by “Shift-reduce parsing” -- process one word at a time, using a stack to 
keep some sort of memory. 

Elements: 

● S: stack, initialized with “ROOT”
● B: input buffer, initialized with tokens (w1, w2, ….) of sentence
● A: set of dependency arcs, initialized empty 
● T: Actions, given wi (next token in stack) 



Transition-based Dependency Parsing

Inspired by “Shift-reduce parsing” -- process one word at a time, using a stack to 
keep some sort of memory. 

Elements: 

● S: stack, initialized with “ROOT”
● B: input buffer, initialized with tokens (w1, w2, ….) of sentence
● a: set of dependency arcs, initialized empty 
● Actions, given wi (next token in stack) 

○ shift(B,S): move w from B to S
○ left-arc(S,A): make top of stack head of next item: add to A; remove dependent from stack
○ right-arc(S,A): make top of stack dependent of next item: add to A; remove dep from stack

Using discriminative classifiers (i.e. logistic regression) to make decisions. 
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Dependency Parsing -- How to Represent? 

(From SLP 3rd ed., Jurafsky and Martin 2018)

A Graph:  G = [(V1, A1), (V1, A2), …]      (vertices and arcs)
Restrictions: 
1) Single designated ROOT with no incoming arcs
2) Every vertex only has one head (parent, governer); i.e. only one incoming arc
3) unique path from ROOT to every vertex
Projectivity: Given head, dependent; for every word between head and dependent 

there exists a path from head to that word.      
Not Projective:

Why do we care? Dependency trees from Context-Free Grammars are 
guaranteed to be projective; Thus, transition based techniques are certain to have 
errors occasionally on non-projective dependency graphs. 
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(From SLP 3rd ed., Jurafsky and Martin 2018)
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General Idea: Search through all possible trees and pick best. 
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still a fully-connected tree, 
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Graph-based Approaches

(From SLP 3rd ed., Jurafsky and Martin 2018)

A Graph:  G = [(V1, A1), (V1, A2), …]      (vertices and arcs)
Restrictions: 
1) Single designated ROOT with no incoming arcs
2) Every vertex only has one head (parent, governer); i.e. only one incoming arc
3) unique path from ROOT to every vertex
General Idea: Search through all possible trees and pick best. 

General approach: For 
each word, pick the most 
likely head. Then check if 
still a fully-connected tree, 
and adjust. 

Complex and slow but leads 
to state of the art. Now done 
with neural models. 



Relation to Semantic Roles

(From SLP 3rd ed., Jurafsky and Martin 2018)

     



Semantics Avalanche

Key Takeaways:

● Words have many meanings.
○ Context is key
○ Selectors can represent context

● Verbs can been seen as functions (predicates) that take arguments. 
○ Arguments fulfill semantic roles

● Words have implicit relationships with each other in given sentences. 
○ Dependency Parsing: each word has one head
○ Easily constructed through 3 actions of shift-reduce parsing.

● There is an interplay between word meaning and sentence structure


